Abstract. We show that, given a family of discs centered at a nice curve, the analytic capacities of arbitrary subsets of these discs add up. However we need that the discs in question would be slightly separated, and it is not clear whether the separation condition is essential or not. We apply this result to study the independence of Cauchy integral operators.
Introduction
We call a finite Borel measure with compact support on the plane Cauchy operator measure if the Cauchy operator C µ is bounded in L 2 (µ). We call the collection of measures {µ j } ∞ j=1 as above C-Cauchy independent measures if a) C µ j µ j ≤ 1 and b) for µ = Σ j µ j the following holds C µ µ ≤ C < ∞.
We skip C prefix when it will be clear from context and call such families Cauchy independent.
Notice that nobody forbids to think that µ j = 0 starting with a certain place. Then we have a finite family of measures. Finite family is always Cauchy independent (but the constant C may grow). So two measures are always Cauchy independent with absolute constant C. This is not entirely trivial. We prove it below. But our main interest is in situations, when infinite families are independent.
As always by γ(F ) we denote the analytic capacity of F .
1.1. Two Cauchy operator measures are Cauchy independent with absolute constant. The proof of the following lemma is borrowed from [NToV1] .
Lemma 1.1. Let µ and σ be Borel measures with growth of degree 1 in R 2 such that C µ is bounded in L 2 (µ) and C σ is bounded in L 2 (σ). We assume that their norms are at most 1.Then, C µ+σ is bounded in L 2 (µ + σ) with norm at most C 0 , where C 0 is an absolute constant.
Proof. The boundedness of C µ in L 2 (µ) implies the boundedness of C from the space of real measures M(R 2 ) into L 1,∞ (µ). In other words, the following inequality holds for any ν ∈ M(R 2 ) uniformly on ε > 0:
For the proof, see Theorem 9.1 of [NTrV1] . Analogously, the same bound holds with µ replaced by σ. As a consequence, we infer that for all λ > 0,
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That is, C is bounded from M(R 2 ) into L 1,∞ (µ + σ). In particular, C µ+σ is of weak type (1, 1) with respect to µ + σ. This implies that C µ+σ is bounded in L 2 (µ + σ). For the proof, based on interpolation, see Theorem 10.1 of [NTrV1] (an alternative argument based on a good lambda inequality can be also found in Chapter 2 of the book [To2] ).
1.2. Cauchy independence of infinite families of Cauchy operator measures. The main result is the following Theorem 1.2. Let µ = Σ j µ j be as above, and we assume that measures µ j are supported on compacts E j lying in the discs D j such that 20D j are disjoint. We also assume that measures µ j are extremal in the sense that C µ j µ j ≤ 1 and µ j ≍ γ(E j ). Let E = ∪ j E j . Then this family is Cauchy independent if and only if for any disc B,
Remark 1. We mention that the condition µ(B) ≤ C 0 γ(B ∩ ∪ j E j ) for all ball B is necessary, but not sufficient. We show this in Section 6 of this paper.
First we prove the following independence theorem.
Theorem 1.3. Let µ = Σ j µ j be as above, and we assume that measures µ j are supported on compacts E j lying in the discs D j such that 20D j are disjoint. We also assume that measures µ j are extremal in the sense that C µ j µ j ≤ 1 and µ j ≍ γ(E j ). Then this family is Cauchy independent if for any disc B,
To prove these Theorems we will need Section 2, where a certain situation is studied, where the analytic capacity satisfies "unnatural" super-additivity condition:
This fact, for a particular case of sets E j , was proved by V. Eiderman [E] using Melnikov-Menger's curvature, See also [NV] .
We will be also using repeatedly the following result from [NToV1] :
Theorem 1.4. Suppose {D j } are discs on the plane with 2B j being disjoint. Let ν, σ be two positive measures supported in
Then if ν is a Cauchy operator measure, then σ is also a Cauchy operator measure.
Super-additivity of analytic capacity
We start with the following theorem. A result close to the theorem below was proved (but not stated) in [NV] . Here we use the approach via Marcinkiewicz function, in [NV] the approach was a bit more complicated.
We also mention that a version of this theorem was proved by V. Eiderman. In the proof he used the ideas on Menger Curvature. Theorem 2.1. Let D j be circles with centers on the real line R, such that for some λ > 1 it is true that λD j ∩ λD k = ∅, j = k. Let E j ⊂ D j be sets. Then there exists a constant c = c(λ), such that
Proof. It is enough to prove the result for finite families of indices j. We first notice that γ j := γ(E j ) ≤ diam(E j ) ≤ 2r j , where r j is the radius of D j . Let also y j be the center of D j . In each D j we put a horizontal line segment L j with center at y j and with capacity 1 100 γ j . Thus, the length of L j satisfies ℓ j 1 20
. Next, let f j be the functions that gives the capacity of E j ; let ϕ j be the function that gives the capacity of L j . We write
Functions ϕ j (x) have uniform bound ϕ j ∞ ≤ A by absolute constant. In particular, if F is any subset of indices j we have
Our next goal will be to find a family F of indices such that the following two assertions hold:
Let us finish the proof of the theorem, taken these assertions for granted (for a short while). Combining (3) and (5) we get |Im i∈F f i | ≤ A 1 . On the other hand, the residue at infinity of F := i∈F f i is i∈F γ i . Then, by [G] we conclude
Combine this with (4). Then we obtain, that
and Theorem 2.1 would be proved. So we are left to chose the family F such that (4), (5) hold. By the Schwartz lemma in the form we borrow from [G] , we have
for a fixed λ 0 > 1. Denote
We can consider function g equal to constant g j on Q j . Often such object is called a Marcinkiewicz function. What is important is that we can estimate i g i γ i . In fact,
Now we use Tchebysheff inequality. Denote I * := {i :
Obviously by (6)
This and the choice of I * imply that
But all functions |f j |, |ϕ j | are bounded by 1 everywhere. Therefore, the last inequality implies
But function j∈I * (f j − ϕ j ) is analytic in C \ ∪ j∈F Q j and vanishes at infinity. Therefore, (8) implies (5) if we put F := I * . The assertion (4) is proved in (7). We are done.
Corollary 2.2. By the fact that conformal map of the half-plane onto the unit disc preserves the analytic capacity up to a constant, and by an obvious observation on dilations, we can see that the same theorem holds true if centers are on a circle, instead of being on the line. In this section we are proving the following theorem (Theorem 1.3).
Theorem 3.1. Let E j be sets, and E = ∪E j . Suppose E j ⊂ D j , where D j are discs and 20D j are disjoint. Suppose µ j are measures on E j , such that µ j (E j ) ∼ γ(E j ). Denote µ = µ j . If for any disc B we have
then C µ is bounded from L 2 (µ) to itself with norm depending only on c 0 . Before we begin proving the theorem, we need some construction and notation. First, we define new L j . We fix 2D j and place a "cross" at the center of D j , and N + 1 crosses that touch ∂(2D j ) (see Figure 1) . The choice of N will be independent of j. The size of these crosses are such that
where L j is the union of crosses. We explain how to chose N. In fact, N is big enough so that the following holds.
Proposition 1. If a disc B intersects D j and C \ (10D j ) then at least one cross from L j lies inside B.
Next, if a disc D intersects both disc B and C \ B then byD we denote the smallest disc with center on ∂B that contains D. It is clear that r(D) r(D). Also,D ⊂ 3D.
We need following lemmas.
Lemma 3.2. For any cross and any disc B it is true with uniform constants that
Lemma 3.3. If at least one cross gets inside B then with uniform constants γ(
Lemma 3.4. With uniform constants γ(
The first term is the same as γ( 2D j ⊂B L j ∩ B). For the second, we use that L j ∩ B ⊂D j , and thus we can apply the Theorem 2.1, or rather Corollary 2.2. In fact, (we always assume
which finishes the proof.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose B intersects more than one D j . Then
Proof. Since B intersects more than one D j , we get that if it does intersect any of these discs then it cannot be contained in 20D j . Thus, it contains at least one cross from L j . Call this cross C j . We again takeD j and apply the first theorem to get
Finally, we need the following notation. Denote
F = ∪F j . We need to consider two cases. Next two lemmata are devoted to these two separate cases.
We fix a small ε. The choice of smallness will be clear from what follows.
Lemma 3.6 (The first case). Suppose γ(F ) εγ(E ∩ B). Then there exists a constant
Proof. For simplicity by ( * ) we denote the string
Suppose B intersects only one 2D j . Then the ∪ and the have only one term, and there is nothing to prove. So, we can assume that B intersects at least two of 2D j 's. Notice also that by this assumption, if B intersects D j then at least one cross gets inside B. By sub-additivity of γ γ(
Then using Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 2.2 we get
On the other hand, by the assumption of the Theorem 1.3
Also,
Thus, if ε is small enough, we have
Therefore, combining (10), (11), and (9), we obtain (12)
Now combine (9) and (12) to get
For these j's we again consider the enlarged discsD j . By the Theorem 2.1 we get γ(
Lemma 3.7 (The second case).
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 or rather Corollary 2.2 we need only to prove
We are given that
In the last inequality we just trow away j's such that D j ⊂ B. Thus, we just forget about all j's for which D j ⊂ B.
By ν we denote the measure on F that gives γ(F ). Denote dν j = χ F j dν. Then C ν j is bounded on L 2 (ν j ), and thus
We call j good if ν j τ ℓ j . The choice of τ will be clear from the next steps. We have:
Therefore,
We call
. We use now Theorem 1.4. We get that since Cν g is bounded, C σg is also bounded. Therefore,
We are done with (13) since in Lemma 3.4 we have proved that
and clearly for every j such that D j ⊂ B, we have
Finishing the proof of Theorem 1.3
The main Theorem of [NV] says:
Theorem 4.1. Let L be a set of positive and finite measure ν = H 1 |L. Then C ν is bounded if and only if there exists a finite constant C 0 such that for any disc B,
Starting with super-additivity of {E j } (the local one, uniform in arbitrary B) we conclude that the same local super-additivity holds for crosses {L j }. Then measure ν := H 1 |L, where L := ∪ j L j , satisfies this theorem. So the boundedness of Cauchy integral on the union of crosses is obtained. Now we use Theorem 1.4 again to conclude the boundedness of C µ in L 2 (µ).
Proof of Theorem 1.2
We are going to prove analogs of lemmas 3.6 and 3.7.
Lemma 5.1 (The analog of the first case, 3.6). Suppose γ(F ) εγ(E ∩ B). Then there exists a constant c, such that
Proof. Notice that the only time we used assumptions of the Theorem 1.3 in the proof of the Lemma 3.6 was when we derived (10). We first show that (10) holds. Let us show that under our new assumption it holds as well. In fact,
The rest of the proof is a word-by-word repetition of the proof of the Lemma 3.6.
Lemma 5.2 (The analog of the second case, 3.7). Suppose that γ(
Proof. Again, the whole proof was based on two facts: (14) and on the further consideration of only those D j 's that are inside B.
We start with the estimate:
In the proof of the Lemma 3.7 we never used the "super additivity" except for this place. Therefore, the rest of the proof is again a repetition of the proof of the Lemma 3.7.
To finish the proof of the Theorem 1.3 we just apply the Theorem 4.1 as before.
6. "Sharpness" of the Theorem 1.2
In this section we show that the condition
alone is not enough for the boundedness of C µ . Notice that it seems to be the main assumption (1) of Theorem 1.2. However this assumption alone is not enough for the boundedness of C µ , additional conditions on the structure of µ that seem reasonable are stated in Theorem 1.2. In this theorem µ satisfies (16) of course, but in addition µ consists of countably many "separated" pieces, each of which gives a bounded Cauchy operator. Then (16) 
Obviously the operator C µ cannot be bounded in L 2 (µ), because otherwise it would be bounded in L 2 (µ 0 ), where µ 0 is H 1 on the initial Garnett set in Q 0 . Notice also that support of µ is the whole square Q 0 . Hence, we need to show that for any ball B it is true that µ(B) Cγ(B ∩ Q 0 ).
In fact, let us show this for any square Q instead of B (clearly, it does not matter). Let us first show it for a dyadic square Q So, our estimate is proved for all dyadic cubes. Given a general cube Q with sidelength a, 2 −k−1 a 2 −k , we can chose four dyadic cubes of generation k, such that Q is inside the union of these cubes. Let us denote them by Q j k , j = 1, 2, 3, 4. Then
Thus, our estimate is proved for any cube Q, which finishes the example.
Question on superadditivity
In Theorem 2.1 the discs were λ-separated, where λ > 1. But what if they are just disjoint? Namely, let D j be circles with centers on the real line R, such that it is true that D j ∩ D k = ∅, j = k. Let E j ⊂ D j be sets. Is it true that then there exists a constant c = c(λ), such that
We cannot either prove or construct a counter-example to this simple claim.
